t44 W. Lück nral subgroup H of G and a ZH-chain complex, a G-twist is an extension of the Hoperation to a G-operation up to homotopy. We can assign to a fibration such a chain complex with a twist using the orientation data. It determines the class Ip] in K[(Znr (B) -Znr@D.
In Section 6 we apply representation theory to compute lp) and px.If n1(E') is finite and we use rational coefficients, it turns out that [p] is given by a rational representation. Its character is computed by Lefschetz numbers. The algebraic transfer is given by tensoring with the representation corresponding to Ip].
We examine orientable fibrations in Section 7. We show that there is a section s of pa : n(E)-nt(B) such that p* is given by s* : K,(zn1(B)) -Kn(zn1(E')) if the fibre is a finite CW-complex with non-vanishing Euler characteristic. If z1(F) can be written as Zxll such that Z is contained in the kernel of z1(F)-21 (,8) , then
[p] and p* are zero.
In Section 8 we treat untwisted fibrations. Untwisted means that the transport of the pointed fibre is trivial. We are interested in vanishing theorems for the transfer. In this context untwisted fibrations are of special interest because for them pxo p* is always zero (Theorem 8.2 ). If we further assume a finite fibre, the composition p* o p* vanishes. If a fibration is not untwisted with a finite fibre, we cannot, in general, expect Pxo P*:p*o P*:0 or even p*--0.
The main result for an untwisted fibration is that p* can be written as a composition B, o ßzo---o ß,oqx such that the ßi-s are Sl-transfers and qx the transfer of an untwisted fibration whose fibre has a finite fundamental group (Theorem 8.1) . This leads to some vanishing results (Theorem 8.3) .
For explicit calculations it is reasonable to assume F and nlB) to be finite because one has not much information about Kn(Lrc) for infinite n. But then the K,,-transfer is zero (Theorem 8.3(b) ). If we further presume that rt1(F) is infinite, the Kr-transfer also turns out to be trivial except for the case where n(F)isZand nlE) isfinite. Inthisspecial casepxisX(F).BwhereBisthetransferof anorientable Sr-fibration with the same fundamental group data and X(n the Euler characteristic of the universal covering of the fibre. The homomorphism P, however, is not zero in general (see [9] ). Section 9 contains the proof that for an orientable fibration with a connected compact Lie group G the transfer p* is zero if G is not isomorph ic to Tu x SO13)1' and can always be written as a composition of Sl-transfers.
Conventions and notations

Given a fibration F-E-I-B
we always assume that E and B are connected and F is a finitely dominated CW-complex. We write f : ftt(E), n: nt(B) and A: kernel(ps: f -z). The epimorphism ä:n(F)-A is induced by the inclusion FCE. We denoteby A a commutative ring with unit. For a group G the group ring with ..4-coefficients is written as AG or AlGl.
Module means left module unless a right action is stated explicitly. Chain complexes always consist of projective modules. The functor 'cellular chain complex with.4-coefficients, is denoted by C(?,A).lf f :C-D is a chain ffiäp, its mapping cone is given bY ... --Cx r O D* f _.* , o l-C*-zo-Dx-t.
lr., d*l
Review of the algebraic transfer
The purpose of this section is to recall the construction of the algebraic transfer defined in [12] . Namely, given associative rings with unit R and S, we introduce an abelian group ,<d(R -S) and a pairing ^rs ' Kü(n -s) I K,(R)-'K,(s) for n:0' 1'
A chain homotopy representation (C, (l) consists of an S-chain complex C and a ring homomorphism U:R-,lc,Cli into the dual ring of homotopy classes of chain maps C-C. A morphism [/] :(C,U)-'(D,V) of chain homotopy representations is a homotopy class Lfl of chain maps -f :C-l) with f o (J(r)=V(r) o/for all r e R. We call a sequence of morphisms of chain homotopy representations (c2,u2) exact if there exists a choice of representatives i,p,Ui1r1for7:0, 1,2 and re R such that the following diagram has exact rows and commutes strictly (not only up to homotopy):
Let Kf (R -S) be the Grothendieck group of the category of chain homotopy representations. we recall that the Grothendieck group of a small category with exact sequences is the quotient of the free abelian group generated by the isomorphism classes of objects and the subgroup generated by elements [X] -tyl +lzl for each exact sequence X'Y -Z.
Before we define the pairing oTt we have to introduce two invariants for chain complexes. Let -f : c-c be a self-equivalence of a finitely dominated s-chain complex c. choose a chain equivalen ce h: c'P and a homotopy inverse h-t f or a finitely generated projective s-chain complex P. If d is the differential and a a chain contraction of the algebraic mapping cone D of h"'f "ft-l' then (d+A), ö or,*1'@ Dzn
is an automorphism of the finitely generated projective S-module @I:oPn. Define the torsion t(_f) of / in Kr(S) by the class of d+ A. Let C be a finitely dominated S-chain complex and p: C --+ C a homotopy projection, i.e. pop=p. A split object (D,r,i) for p consists of a chain complex D and chain maps r:C-D and i:DnC with roi=ID and ior=p. Such a split object exists uniquely up to homotopy and is the homotopy theoretic summand of C defined by p, namely D@Cone(i)= C. Define the finiteness obstruction w(p) e Ko(S) of p by Wall's finiteness obstruction w(D) for any split object (D,a i ). We recall that w(D) is given bV I (-l)'[P,] for any finitely generated projective chain complex P with P:D (see 127, p. 138]).
Let F: {based free R-modules}-ho{S-chain complexes} be an additive functor from the category of based free R-modules into the homotopy category of S-chain complexes such that F(R) is finitely dominated. We define homomorphisms Fr: K,(R) -r(r(S) f or n: 0, I .
Let p:Rk--Rk be a projection, i.e. pop-p, such that its image represents 4 in Ko(R). Define FoQt) by w(F(p)). Given an automorphism .f : Rn -Rn representing 4 e Kt(R), let Ft(rt) be t(F(f)).
Let (C, U) be a chain homotopy representation with finitely dominated C. We associate to (C,U) an additive functor ,F: {based free R-modules}--ho{S-chain complexes} which sends R'-R^ x-xA for a matrix A:(ri,) to @rC -@,, C given by (U(ry,;)). Hence we can assign to (C, U) a homomorphism Fn:Kn(R)-K,(S) for n:0,1. Since the Grothendieck group K6(R-S) is generated by the isomorphism classes of chain homotopy representations we get a pairing RZs:K6(R-S)O K,(R)--K,(S) for n:0, l. The proof that this is well defined can be found in [2] . Given xeKj(R-S) we write ^f r K,(R)-'K,(S) for RTt(x,?). Sometimes we abbreviate RZs and R(s by T and T*.
Let F--+ E J. Bbe afibration with F a finitely dominated CW-complex and B and .Econnected. We write f:ftl(^E) and ft:ftt (B). We denote by p:E-,Bthe composition of p with the universal covering of E. It is a f-equivariant fibration whose fibre F is a f-space. The equivariant fibre transport defines a homomorphism u : n--+ IF, Fl r. Define a ring homomorphism U : Av --,
so that we get a chain representation Q(F,A),U).
Definition 1.1. Let [p] eKI(Aft-AD be the class of (C(4 A),r0.The algebraic transfer of p with ,4-coefficients p*:Kn(An)nK,, (AI-) is defined by Ttrt for n :0.l.
Homological computations
In this section we want to calculate the class of a chain homotopy representation (C, U) in Kd(R -S) and the homomorphisms TLr,r): Kn(R)--K,(S) by its homology.
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We denote by Ke(R -S) the Grothendieck group of S-R-bimodules possessing a finitely generated projective S-resolution regarded only as left S-modules. Given such a module M, the tensor product M\n?
yields an exact functor from the category of finitely generated projective R-modules into the category of S-modules having a finitely generated projective S-resolution. This induces a pairing s@n : K'(R -S) I Kr(R) --Kr(S) f or n:0, l, 2,3, ... (see 122, pp. 106, 1091) .
Let M be an S-R-bimodule and P a finitely generated projective resolution of M regarded as S-module. The right R-module structure can be considered as a ring homomorphism R--' HOM s(M, M)0 . The map Ip, pls --HOMs (M, M) sending [/] to Hs(f) is an isomorphism of rings (see [3, p. 87] ). This yields a ring homomorphism U: R'-'lP,Pl!so that (P,U) is a chain homotopy representation. Define a map,/ : Ko(R -S)-Kd(n -S) by IMI-IP, Ul. We will see in Section 6 that this theorem is a good tool for computations. All the various homological computations of the transfer induced by a fibration in [3,7,8, 14, l5] can easily be derived from it. The rest of this section contains the proof of Theorem 2.1 and some remarks at the end.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. (a) The difficult part of the proof consists in showing that 7 is compatible with the relations in Ke(R -S) given by exact sequences. This is a consequence of the following Lemma 2.2. Its proof is closely related to the proof that K6 of the category of finitely generated projective modules and K6 of the category of modules possessing a finitely generated projective resolution are isomorphic 126, 102 ff]. Given an S-R-bimodule M, we call a chain homotopy representation (C, U) an S-R-resolution for M if C is a finitely generated projective S-resolution of M as left S-module and Ho(C) and M are isomorphic as S-Rbimodules. Proof . We construct inductively for n --1,0, l, ... commutative diagrams of Smodules
.jl
.öl 
.rl c'_, cj and maps Ur(r)r:Ctr--Crofor -l < k<n and 7:1,0,2 and re R with the following propert ies:
(1) 0 --,Ct-,3 Cgtl-\C2 r--,0 is just 0-Mt -!-yo J-yz-0 and Ur_lr) right multiplication with r on Mi.
(2) Ctk, cro and tli(Dr, come from the given S-R resolutions (Ci,Ui) of Mi for j :1,2. We have chosen representatives U/(r): Cj --Cj for 7 :1,2.
(3) Cf is the direct sum Cf @Ct and, i1, the canonical inclusion and p1, the canonical projection for k > 0.
(4) The columns and rows are exact.
ik to cttr:clr" it, 0S k-n, p*-totP: c?opt, 0<k<n, rLiQ)r, r" c'r:cl" Ui1r7r, 0<k=n, i :1,0,2.
(6) U0(r)t,oik:iro(Jl(r)r,, -l< k-n, j:1,0,2, (12(r)ro pr<:pk" U0(r)r, | < k< fl, j : I,0,2.
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These data give us the desired S-R-resolution (C0, U0) of M0 and the exact sequence of chain homotopy representations (Ct, (J') t'l , (Co, Uo) J4-(C', U') for n--+ @.
The beginning of the induction n --I is determined by property (l) so that only the induction step remains to be done. property (3) determines o--,C)+14 Cl*, Pn+1 ,C3*r-0.
Because-of p,(kernel(c!)):kernel(cn2), we can choose _f,C3*,-kernellc,!; witfr pno.f : cl,*t-Define c2*t: Ql*r: cl,*r@c|*pcIby QnJ r)*'r,il. oshort diagram chase proves that image(c|* r): kerneltcl). Now ,no 1U0(r)n" -f -_f o tJt(r)n*,): O and cl" (J0(r)," -f--f " u2(r)n* r) : 0 is valid. Because of image(i,. . r).' rl : kernel(pn)Okernel(cf) a map g:C|*t-Ctr*t with iroc)*r ogl üo@,,",_f --f"_U'(r),11cärl be constructed. Define Uu(r)n*r:CX*r-öI*,'ur,fr. ^up ii.,O Ci * r--C,l * r@ Cl *, given by One easily checks that all the properties (l) to (6) Proof. Let f :2'' C2 --, Ct be an S-chain map inducing the identity on the m th homology group. Let h(r): Z^ C2 -'Ct be a chain homotopy h(r): Ut 1r1" 7:
.f "2^tt'(r) for re R. Define C0 as the mapping cone of /so that there is an exact sequence
Define a chain map Uo(r):Co --Co by
u, (r),1: Q* c' ), -r @ c), -(z* c2)n -,@ c)'
Using the long homology sequence of -f one shows that H,(C0):0 for i>m and H1(Co):H,(CI; for i<m is valid. To prove that (
is an exact sequence of chain homotopy representations it suffices to verify that U0 (rr) " U0 (r) = U0 (rt . rz) and U0 (rr) + Uo (rr) = U0 (rt + r) holds for 11 ,r2eR. We will do this only for the first relation. Choose for 11 ,rre R a homotopy h'(rr, r) : Ct -C ' bet*een Ut (r) " Ut (rz) and Ut (rr. rr). Define h"(rr,rz)itCl-Cln, for i<m by h'(rr,r)i:Cl ---,Cit*1 and for i:m by 0 @ ht (r,, ,r)n,: C)--(z* C2)*@ C)* r . If c0 denotes the differential of C0 we get c,9* r o h0(rr, r);* h01rr, rr), r o c,9 : (J0(rr)io U0(rz),-(10(rr. rr\, for i<m. As C0 is projective and H,(C07:g for i > m we can consrrucr maps ho(rr,r)i:C!--,Cg*1 for i>m yielding a homotopy h0(rr,rr):U0(r)" U0(rz)= Uo(rr. rr).
This finishes the proof of Lemma 2.3 and therefore the proof of Theorem 2.r(c). tr (d) is a direct consequence of (c), since for a regular ring S each finitely generated module possesses a finitely generated projective resolution and the homology of a finitely dominated chain complex is finitely generated. is an isomorphism since a ring homomorphism U:Z[xl--lC,C]! is just a chain homotopy class of self-chain maps C -C.If H(A) resp. P(A) is the category of S-modules which have a finitely generated projective resolution resp. which are finitely generated and projective, Ko(Zlxl -S) is isomorphic to K6 (E nd (P (A))) : Ko (E nd (H (A))) .
These groups were computed in [] by characteristic polynomials for commutative S. See also [2, 10] .
Transfer and the Bass-Heller-Swan-homomorphisms
The purpose of this section is to show that the pairing T:Kfi(R-s)O K,(R)-,<r(S) for n:0, I is compatible with the Bass-Heller-Swan-homomorphisms. This enables us to define Z also for negative n.
Let t be a generator of z. we can write R[t,t'] as RSrzlz). Denote by l,:Z[Z]--Z[Z] the multiplication with t. Let the homomorphism h: Ks(R)--Kr(R $tZ[Z)) send [P] to the class of the automorphism lDEzl, of p@zzlzl.
Given an R-module M we write M@zZlZ)* for the R-submodule generated by elements x}t'with n >0, where R operates only on the left factor. Let f be an automorphism of the RSzZlZl-module Rn StZlV|
Choose an integer z such that t"'f maps Rn 8zZ[Z]* to itself. Then the cokernel of the R-module homomorphism t"'f : R'8rZ[Z]+ -Rn @rZlZ)* is a finitely generated projective R-module. Proof. The verification of this theorem is straightforward if one has a computation of the Bass-Heller-Swan-homomorphisms for chain complexes. This is given by the following lemma whose proof is analogous to the one in [6, pp.420-421).
Lemma 3.2. (a) Let P be a finitely generated projective S-chqin complex and -f : PSrZlZl'-P@rZlZl an SOz VfZl-chain equivalence. Choose on integer m>0 such that t*f induces an S-chain-map t'nf :P@vZIZln --PE,rZlZl*. Then the mapping cone Cone(t''f) is a finitely dominated S-chqin complex and rp sends the torsion t("f) to w(Cone(/*f))-w(Cone(/"'ID)) with w qs Wall's finiteness obstruction.
(b) Given a finitely dominated S-chain complex C, the torsion t of IDOz l,:C@nVlVl--CStZlZl is h(w(C)). tr Let ^F--+ E -B be a fibration with connected B, and F a finitely dominated CWcomplex. Because of Theorem 3. I (c) the following diagram commutes, since B maps Ipl to Ip x ID5']:
Hence the K1-transfer determines the K6-transfer. This follows also geometrically from [6, p. 4221. Using Theorem 3.1 we can define our pairing f :K$(R -S)O K,(R)-K,(S) also for negative n. 
The orientation data of a fibration
We collect in this section the orientation data of a fibration consisting of the fundamental group sequence and the (pointed) fibre transport and state some elementary but important properties of them.
Let F-E -B be a fibration with connected F, E and B. The transport of the fibre along paths in the base space induces a homomorphism @;Tt1(B)-lF,Fl into the monoid of homotopy classes of self-maps of F (see [28, p. 186]) . Similarly the transport of the pointed fibre along paths in the total space yields a homomorphism otft.(E)-lF,F)* into the monoid of pointed homotopy classes of pointed selfmaps of the pointed fibre. We always suppress the notion of the base-points. The homomorphism etftr(F)-lF,Fl* sends the class of a loop w to the class of a pointed self-map of F which is homotopic along w to the identity (see [28, p. 98 ff] ). Let G'(F) be the kernel of q. This group was originally defined in [9] . We denote bV "f :lF,Fl*- [4F] the forgetful map.One easily checks the following proposition (see [11, p. The following proposition is the basic observation for proving that the algebraic transfer for arbitrary fibres can sometimes be expressed by,Sr-transfer maps. Proposition 4.3. Let X be q CW-complex. There exists a CW-complex Y with X=Y xS' y' and only rf nJX) can be written as GxZ with Z:GIX).
Proof. Since G1 is compatible with the cartesian product and for a homotopy equivalence -f:X'-,Y the group Gr(X) is mapped by Ä to GJY) (see [9] ), X=Y xS' implies n 1 (X):GxZwithVCGIX).It remains to prove the other implication. Let w:Sr'X represent the generator of Z. Because of ZCGIX) there is a homotopy h:XxI-X with fto-ht:ID such that h(x,?) is woe for the obvious identification e:1-Sl. This induces a map g:X xSl-X with E(*,?):w and g(?,e(0)):IDx. Let q:X'X be the covering of X with Q*(n r(X)):G. Then the composition XxSt qxtD,XxSt-€-X is a weak homotopy equivalence of CW-complexes since we have ftJXx St) : nJX)x 7tr(S' ) : G xZ: nJX) and ft,(XxSl: ft,(X)xn,(St):nn(X) for n>1. Hence XxSr and X are homotopy equivalent. tr Proposition 4.1 implies that p is untwisted if and only if p is orientable and Gt@):nt(F). A G-principal bundle for a connected topological group is an untwisted fibration.
Chain complexes with a twist
In this section we explain how the chain homotopy representation of a fibration defined in Section I or [l2, pp.4,5] can be read off from the fibre and the orientation data. This leads to the notion of a chain complex with a twist. It is useful if one studies the algebraic transfer for group rings.
Now we set some notations we will use for the rest of the paper. Let F --+ E p , B be a fibration of connected spaces and base points ee E and b:p(e), and F:p r1ö;. We write f :ft:(E,e) and. n:ftt(B,b) and A:kernel(p*: f --+ n). Hence we get an exact sequence l--/-f P* r7t--+1. The inclusion FCE defines an epimorphism ö : n 1(F, e) -a . The corresponding covering is denoted by q : (F, c) + (F, e).
The transport of the pointed fibre along loops in E yields a homomorphism o:f -'[,F,F]*. For we f choose a representative s(w): (F,e)--(F,e) of o(w). If c(w):a'a is the homomorphism d-wdw-l we get ä"s(w)*:c(w)oö. Hence there exists a unique lift L(w) : (F, c)-, (F,e) which is a c(w)-equivariant map. This defines a free c(w)-equivariant homotopy class tL(w)l of c(w)-maps F--F. tt depends only on w e f and not on the choice of s(w). lf t(d): A -/
is the c(d\-equivariant map x-dx, Proposition 4.1(c) implies If one studies the algebraic transfer of a fibration it is often more convenient to work with Kj(/ -f,A) than with KI(AT-Af).
The main advantage of the approach using chain homotopy representations is that it can be used for arbitrary rings and not onlY for group rings. Now we state some definitions and propositions concerning chain complexes with a twist. We omit the proofs because they are very similar to the one of Section 2 and a detailed treatment can be found in [11] . Let Ks(H -G, A) be the Grothendieck grou p of AG-modules whose restriction to AH possesses a finitely generated projective AH-resolution. The tensorproduct over A together with the diagonal action induces a pairing @o:Ko(H-G,A)g K,(AIG/Hl)-nK,(AG).
Given an AG-module M and a finitely generated projective AH-tesolution P of its restriction to AH, let L be the G-twist on p uniquely defined by the property that Ho(L(g)) is left multiplication with g on M. We get a Given a homomorphism -f : A-B of commutative rings with unit, we get a change of ring homomorphisms for K,(AG) and Ki(H-G,A), always denoted by f*. lf B is a flat A-module we get also f*for Ko(H-G,A). All the constructions above are compatible with change of rings provided that f* is defined.
Transfer and representation theory
In this section we want to relate x|(n -G, A) and the algebraic transfer to the representation ring RepT(G) and its operation on the K-theory of AG. The representation ring Repr(G) is the Grothendieck group of AG-modules which are finitely generated and projective over A. We make the following assumption:
The trivial AH-module A possesses a finitely generated projective AH-resolution.
( is an isomorphism with i'oe:iAnd k,oe:k. @) r"f (C, L) is a ZH-chain comptex with a G-twist such that H,,(C) is finitety generated over Z and (x) is valid, then k,
we apply this to a fibration F-E -B using the notation a normal subgroup of a and f. The f-twist L onF induces H,(F/K,,4). Denote by pr: f --,I-/K the projection. As an illustration we consider the case that the fibre is a finitely dominated Eilenberg-Maclane-space and n1(F)-nt(E) injective. The cellular chain complex of the universal covering is a finitely generated projective resolution of Z over ZI1(F):ZA.
Hence (x) holds and by Theorem 6.3 the transfer p* is just the classical transfer trf : Kr(Zn\-Kr(Zf).
For a finite group G the ring QG is semi-simple. Proposition 5.5 implies 
Orientable fibrations
Now we want to analyse the transfer of an orientable fibration. We will point out that this can be described easily if the fibre is a finite CW-complex with nonvanishing Euler characteristic, ancl what meaning the Sl-transfer has.
Let F-E P,B be a fibration of connected spaces F, E and B with ^F a finitely dominated CW-complex. We make use of the notation introduced in Section 5, e.g. I-:ftt(E) and ft:ftl(B). We always assume in this section that p is orientable (Definition 4.4). Let A be a commutative ring with unit. We get from Corollary 6.4 Transfer maps induced in algebroic Ko-and Kr-groups by a fibration II l6l Corof lary 7.3. Let F -E -l--n be an orientable fibration of connected spaces. Assume that F is a finite CW-complex with Euler cherqcteristic y(F) *0. Then there /s an isomorphism Q:f -nr(F)xn such that for the corresponding section .s:z-+l-o"f pathe transfer p*:K,,(An)-K,,(Af),s given by X(F).sx. Now we take a look at the Sl-transfer. We denoteby 2,,, the cyclic group of order m for tfl:1,2,3,... and by Zothe infinite cyclic group Z. Let t e2,,, be the generator represented by I eZ. Given a group C with a subgroup Z* of its center, let S(2,,,-G, A) 9 Kr:,12,,,-G, A) be the class of the one-dimensional AZ,n-chain compl ex Av,,, '-t , AZ^ with the trivial The transfer of an Sr-fibration was described algebraically for K6 in [17] and K1 in [16] by writing down matrices representing elements in the algebraic K-groups. These homomorphisms agree with the maps p. A detailed study of 13 f or finite I-can be found in [9] .
A lot of our results are consequences of the following lemma:
Lemma 7.4. Let 2,,, be central in G. In the following theorem we decompose the transfer into the transfer of another orientable fibration and an Sr-fibration. Then the lemma above gives us vanishing theorems for the transfer.
Let Hrand Hl be normal subgroups of G such that h0.hr:ht.ho is valid for all hoeH, and h1e11. We get a homomorphism pr:HsXHr--+G sendinl ho,h, to hu' h'. Its image H is a normal subgroup of G. Let (C z) resp. (D, M) be an AHoresp. AHt-chain complex with a G-twist. We define an AtH,x11,l-structure on C 8,c D in the obvious way. We can equip the AH-chain com plex AH @, (C I a D) with a G-twist N by N(g): h@x9y--shs-' gz(gx") @pt(dD. This yields a pairing (b) follows from Lemma 7.4(a). We will prove (c) only in the K,-case since the Ke-case can be proved similarly using the instant Wall obstruction in [23] or can be derived from the K,-case using Theorem 3.1(c).
The main problem lies in the fact that in the definition of the algebraic transfer p*: Kt(An)'Kt(AI-) elements in K1 (An) are represented by automorphisms of modules and in Kt(Af) by the torsion t of a self-chain equivalence defined in Section 1. This causes difficulties in writing down the composition of two algebraic transfer maps.
Let a be an automorphism of @oAz representing [aleKr(An).Since ä(Z) is central in f by Proposition 4.2(a), the homomorphism pr:ö(H)xö(z)--,x x,!-x'y i? well defined. Let S be the one-dimensional Alö(Z)l-chain complex Alö(Z)l t-t,AIö(Z)I for I as ä (1) 
